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It is inferred from the chemical shift of muon spin rotation (µSR) spectra that muons implanted in pristine

(fully oxidized) mayenite, [Ca12Al14O32]2+[�5O2−] (C12A7, with � referring to the vacant cage), are bound

to O2− at the cage center to form OMu− (where Mu represents muonium, a muonic analog of the H atom).

However, an isolated negatively charged state (Mu−, an analog of H−) becomes dominant when the compound

approaches the state of electride [Ca12Al14O32]2+[�42e−] as a result of the reduction process. Moreover, the

OMu− state in the pristine specimen exhibits depolarization of paramagnetic origin at low temperatures (below

∼30 K), indicating that OMu− accompanies a loosely bound electron in the cage that can be thermally activated.

This suggests that interstitial muons (and hence H) forming a “cage electron-hydroxyl” complex can serve as

electron donors in C12A7.

PACS numbers: 72.80.Jc, 71.55.Ht, 76.75.+i

Mayenite, Ca12Al14O33 (C12A7), comprises a class of

cage-structured compounds1–3 that has been drawing much at-

tention since it was demonstrated to exhibit persistent photo-

conductivity upon hydrogenation4 and to serve as an electride

(in which the electron behaves as an anion)5. It is composed

of calcium oxide (12CaO) and alumina (7Al2O3), which is

made of the first, third, and fifth elements in the order of

the Clarke number (natural abundance of the individual ele-

ments in the earth’s crust), attracting broad interest in regard

to “green technology” where the replacement of rare chem-

ical elements with useful functionalities with such common

materials is the central focus.

The chemical formula of a unit cell for mayenite

in a fully oxidized state is represented by a positively

charged lattice framework and two endohedral oxygen ions,

[Ca24Al28O64]4+[�102O2−] with � representing the vacant

cage. The unit cell has 12 cages, and two of them are occupied

by O2− ions to maintain charge neutrality. The lattice structure

belongs to a body centered cubic (I4̄3d) with a lattice constant

of 1.1989 nm6,7. Because of the large free space (∼0.4 nm)

compared to the diameter of the O2− ion (∼0.25 nm), the O2−

ion is loosely bound to six Ca2+ ions within the cage, vir-

tually regarded as a free O2− ion. Electric conductivity is

achieved after hydrogenation, which leads to the substitution

of an endohedral O2− ion with two H− ions, where an elec-

tron is dissociated by uv-light illumination, i.e., H− + hν →

H0 + e−4. Interestingly, the O2− ions can be directly replaced

with electrons (without anions) upon reduction treatment us-

ing Ca or Ti metals (C12A7:e−)5,8. An electron introduced to

the cage attracts two Ca2+ ions on the S 4 symmetry axis of

the cage to form a polaron state, and thus it is localized at the

cage center8–10. The polaron uses hopping motion to reach

the neighboring cage by quantum tunneling, contributing to

the conductivity. As electron doping proceeds as described

by the formula [Ca24Al28O64]4+[2(1 − x)O2− + 4x(e−)], it ex-

hibits insulator-to-metal transition8, eventually exhibiting su-

perconductivity with a transition temperature of ∼0.4 K in the

compound with maximum doping (x ≃ 1, corresponding to an

electron concentration of ∼2×1021 cm−3)11.

In spite of a relatively low work function (∼2.4 eV, com-

parable to that of alkali metals), C12A7:e− is thermally and

chemically stable in an ambient environment owing to the

characteristic cage structure12, paving the way for a wide

range of practical applications4,13–19. One of the most promis-

ing applications is highly efficient ammonia synthesis at a low

energy achieved using Ru-loaded C12A7:e−18,19. This is ex-

pected to be an alternative method to the Haber-Bosch pro-

cess, which contributes to more than 1 % of the world’s energy

consumption. However, there are a number of issues that still

require clarification concerning the H kinetics in mayenite,

e.g., whether or not the transient H+ species exists as a result

of the heterolytic H2 dissociation on the Ru surface. Consider-

ing the possibility that H would be present as an impurity (as

is often the case in many semiconductors and metal oxides),

microscopic information on the electronic structure (chemical

state) of H in mayenite would be important for understanding

a variety of H-related phenomena, including ammonia synthe-

sis using Ru-loaded C12A7:e−.

Here, we report on the electronic structure of a muon as

pseudo-hydrogen in mayenite with three different levels of

electron doping, namely, pristine (x = 0), 1019cm−3, and

1021cm−3 (x ∼ 1), investigated using muon spin rotation

(µSR) spectroscopy. µSR is a powerful technique for sim-

ulating the electronic structure of interstitial H because the

implanted positive muon (µ+) can be regarded as a light ra-

dioisotope of a proton (mµ ≃ 1/9mp, with mp being the proton

mass), simulating the chemical state of H by forming bound

states with electrons. While their dynamical properties (e.g.,

diffusion) may differ considerably owing to the large mass

difference, the local electronic structure of a muon is simi-

lar to that of H because of the negligible difference in the

reduced electron mass (∼0.5%). Hereafter, we denote the

chemical states of a muon as Mu+, Mu0, and Mu−, which cor-

respond to H+, H0, and H−, respectively. The present µSR
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results suggest that muons implanted in the pristine mayen-

ite are bound to O2− ions at the cage center to form a com-

plex state of a hydroxyl base and loosely bound electrons,

{O2−} + Mu → {OMu−-e−}, whereas Mu− is formed in an

electron-rich sample, {e−} + Mu → {Mu−} (where { } indi-

cates the cage). Interestingly, the {OMu−-e−} complex state

disappears when the temperature is increased beyond ∼30 K,

indicating that the electron can be released by thermal acti-

vation, {OMu−-e−} → {OMu−} + {e−}. This suggests that an

interstitial muon (and hence H) has a tendency of forming a

“cage electron-hydroxyl” complex state that can serve as an

electron donor in mayenite.

Single crystalline samples of mayenite with three electron

doping levels (0, 1019cm−3, and 1021cm−3) were obtained us-

ing a reduction treatment. The details of sample preparation

are described in an earlier report5,8. As shown in Fig. 1, the

samples change color from transparent to green, and finally

to black with increasing carrier concentration. The electron

doping levels were estimated in a semi-quantitative manner

by comparing the colors of the samples with those of the pre-

vious specimens. A conventional µSR experiment under a

weak transverse field (wTF, Bext ≃2–5 mT) was performed

at the Paul Scherrer Institute (Switzerland) and at the J-PARC

MUSE Facility. For the chemical shift measurements, an ad-

ditional µSR experiment on the pristine and 1021cm−3 sam-

ples under a high transverse field (HTF, Bext = 6 T) was per-

formed at TRIUMF (Canada), where a muon beam (∼100%

spin-polarized perpendicular to the beam momentum direc-

tion ẑ) was irradiated on single crystalline samples with a

(001) surface. In these measurements, the applied external

magnetic field was normal to the (001) surface (Bext ‖ ŷ for

wTF and ‖ ẑ for HTF). The decay positron asymmetry for the

transverse [Ax(t)] or zero/longitudinal (ZF/LF) field geometry

[Az(t)] was monitored by pairs of scintillation counters placed

along the appropriate direction relative to the initial muon spin

polarization.

Figure 1 shows typical examples of wTF-µSR time spectra

that are normalized [Gx,z(t) = Ax,z(t)/A0, with A0 being the

full instrumental asymmetry calibrated by silver specimen] in

the respective samples. All the spectra exhibit damping oscil-

lations with a frequency expected for the diamagnetic muon

state (i.e., Mu+ or Mu−), ω = γµBext, where γµ (= 2π×135.53

MHz/T) is the muon gyromagnetic ratio. While the spectra ex-

hibit negligibly slow depolarization at 300 K, the depolariza-

tion rate is enhanced at 5 K, with a tendency of greater depo-

larization for a lower carrier concentration. As is confirmed in

the ZF-µSR spectra at 5 K (filled diamonds in Fig. 1), the en-

velop function exhibits an exponential behavior (particularly

in the earlier time period), suggesting that depolarization is

induced by an unpaired electron(s). It is also noticeable (see

below) that the pristine and 1019cm−3 samples exhibit a slight

reduction of the initial polarization at low temperatures [i.e.,

Gx,z(0) < 1]. Considering these factors, we used the following

form for the curve fit of the wTF-µSR spectra:

Ax(t) =
[

As(T )e−δ
2
nt2

{(1 − p) + pe−λt} + ABG

]

cos(ωt + φ),

(1)

where δn and λ are the depolarization rate due to nuclear mag-

TABLE I: Values of parameters in Eq. (1) that were presumed to be

independent of temperature, which were deduced from curve fits of

the spectra obtained at 5 K.

Pristine e−:1019cm−3 e−:1021cm−3

p 0.360(7) 0.49(7) 0.49(3)

δn [µs−1] 0.080(2) 0.055(8) 0.044(3)
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Examples of wTF-µSR time spectra observed

at 300 K and 5 K in mayenite with (a) pristine (5 mT), (b) 1019cm−3

(2 mT), and (c) 1021cm−3 (2 mT) doping levels. ZF-µSR spectra

observed at 5 K are also shown by filled diamonds to confirm the

line shape of the envelop function. The solid curves are the best fits

obtained using Eq. (1). Pictures of respective samples are shown in

the right column.

netic moments and unpaired electrons, respectively, φ is the

initial phase of precession, As(T ) and ABG are the initial asym-

metry for signals from muons stopped in the sample (with T

being the measured temperature) and a T -independent back-

ground from the sample holder, respectively, and p is the frac-

tion exhibiting exponential damping. Because of the low de-

polarization rate, p, δn and λ were best determined at the low-

est temperature for each sample, and the values of p and δn

were fixed (see Table. I) for the analysis in order to detremine

λ reliably over the entire T range.

The temperature dependence of λ is shown in Fig. 2(a),

where λ in the pristine sample exhibits a gradual increase

as the temperature decreases, and its slope increases below

∼30 K. A similar behavior is observed in the 1019cm−3 sample

with a diminished slope, but is absent in the 1021cm−3 sample.

Apart from this, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a), the behavior

of the signal fraction, fs ≡ As(T )/(A0 − ABG), indicates that a

few of the implanted muons (≤20%) are instantaneously depo-

larized (i.e., λ ≫ 101 MHz) at lower temperatures in the pris-

tine and 1019cm−3 samples. Such a fast depolarization may be

attributed to the fractional formation of the Mu0 state (see the

discussion below).

More detailed information on the chemical state of muon
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Temperature dependence of (a) muon depolar-

ization rate deduced from wTF-µSR measurements and (b) frequency

shift (Kµ) deduced from HTF-µSR measurements in mayenite with

different levels of electron doping. The dashed lines in (b) are the

best fit assuming a temperature-independent Kµ. Inset: fractional

yield of µSR signal at t = 0 with respect to the value corresponding

to 100% Mu+/− formation (see text).

can be obtained by high-precision frequency shift measure-

ments. The time spectra under Bext = 6 T were analyzed by

curve fits using Eq. (1) (with ABG ≃ 0 for this experimental

condition) to yield the shift

Kµ =
ω − γµBext

γµBext

,

where Bext was simultaneously monitored by the frequency of

muons stopped in the sample holder (made of CaCO3 which is

a non-magnetic insulator and serving as a muon counter) just

behind the sample.

Fig. 2(b) shows the temperature dependence of Kµ ob-

served in the pristine and 1021cm−3 samples. It is mostly

independent of temperature for both the samples, and the

temperature-averaged Kµ is +0.3(4) ppm and +6.6(4) ppm in

the respective samples. These values coincide with the pro-

ton chemical shift in relevant compounds observed by 1H-

NMR, namely -0.8 ppm in C12A7:OH− and +5.1 ppm in

C12A7:H−7,20. Thus, we can assign the chemical state of

diamagnetic muon in the pristine and 1021cm−3 samples to

OMu− and Mu−, respectively. However, assuming that the

contribution of diamagnetic shielding to hyperfine coupling

is common between muon and proton with its magnitude en-

hanced by γµ/γp = 3.1832 (where γp = 2π × 42.5774 MHz/T

is the proton gyromagnetic ratio), Kµ in the electron-doped

sample is considerably smaller than that expected from 1H-

NMR (5.1× 3.18 ≃ 16.2 ppm). The discrepancy is tentatively

attributed to the metallic environment of Mu− that is largely

different for H− in fully hydrogenated (insulating) C12A7:H−.

Since the wTF-µSR spectra in the pristine sample exhibit

sizable δn (primarily due to the nearest neighboring 27Al nu-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Hartree potential map at z = 0.378 plane

in pristine mayenite, where a free O atom is placed at the center of

a cage (0, 0.25, 0.375). The brown, gray, and blue dots represent the

Ca, Al, and O atoms, respectively, within 0.25 ≤ z ≤ 0.5. Potential

minima for muon (shown by blue hatched area) are circularly spread

around O. (b) Angle dependence of muon spin relaxation rate (δn)

under a transverse field of 20 mT. Dashed curves are simulated δn for

muons located at the position of 1∼4, with their average represented

by a solid curve. Inset: Schematic view of the relation between the

magnetic field and sample rotation angle θ from (001) surface.

clei), the local environment of muon can be further exam-

ined by comparing δn with that estimated for the presumed

muon sites. For narrowing down the candidate muon sites,

the first principle calculation using the Vienna Ab-initio Sim-

ulation Package (VASP)21 was performed for pristine mayen-

ite. Fig. 3(a) shows a contour map of the Hartree potential

at z = 0.378 calculated with a free oxygen placed at the

center of a cage (0, 0.25, 0.375) with other cages left open

(120 × 120 × 120 meshes), where the potential minima are

circularly spread around the free O2− at the cage center. The

potential contour exhibits monotonous increase in departing

from z = 0.378 along the c-axis due to the presence of Al3+

ions, and thus the potential minima comprise a toroid in the

three-dimensional space. The distance between the oxygen

and toroid is ∼0.12 nm, which corresponds to the typical OMu

(OH) bond length in other oxides.

It is known that δn depends on the direction of Bext with

respect to the crystalline axis [defined by the polar angle θ,

see the inset of Fig. 3(b)], and thus the θ dependence of δn is

useful in locating muon sites. In the analysis for the angle-

resolved data, δn was extracted by the curve-fits using Eq. (1)

with λ and p assumed to be independent of θ. The obtained δn

vs. θ are shown in Fig. 3(b), where the dashed curves repre-

sent the simulation results with δi
n (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) correspond-

ing to the i-th muon site indicated in Fig. 3(a), and the solid

line represents their average δn = [
∑4

i=1(δi
n)2/4]1/2. While δn

exhibits systematically larger values than δn (probably due to

uncertainty originating from imperfect separation of two com-

ponents in the curve-fit), its angle dependence is qualitatively

in line with the simulation, providing additional support that

muons implanted into the pristine sample are bound to oxygen

at the cage center.

Now, let us discuss the electronic structure of muon in

mayenite. The temperature independence of λ and fs in the

1021cm−3 sample implies that Mu− is stable in the entire tem-

perature range of the present study (5-300 K), consistent with
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Schematic energy diagrams of mayenite26–28.

The blue (pink) and yellow hatched regions show the occupied lev-

els of oxygen (electron) in the cage center. The red dashed lines

show the electronic levels associated with muon. FCB (FVB) and

CCB (CVB) denote the frame conduction (valence) band and cage

conduction (valence) band, respectively.

the earlier suggestion that H− is more stable than H0 (with

e− in other cages)20,22. In contrast, the pristine compound

has two free O2− ions in a unit cell, where muons (positively

charged during the thermalization process immediately after

implantation) tend to be attracted by the negative charge of

O2− to form a muonic analog of hydroxyl base, OMu−, with

one extra electron left unpaired in the equilibrium state [i.e.,

{O2−} +Mu+ + e−→ {OMu−} + {e−}, where the electrons nec-

essary for charge compensation are provided to muons (up to

a fraction p) from short-lived epithermal electrons generated

near the end of the muon radiation track]. It is inferred from

the Bader charge analysis using VASP23 that introduction of

oxygen into the cage center leads to a valence of O−1.23, sug-

gesting that the monovalent state (OH−) is more stable than

the divalent state (O2−), which also supports the formation of

the OMu− base. We also analyze the Bader change of hy-

drogen introduced into the cage center, resulting in negative

charge of H−0.73. This also supports the existence of a stable

Mu− in electron-doped samples.

The increase of λ at low temperatures in the pristine and

1019cm−3 compounds strongly suggests that the unpaired elec-

tron is localized near the OMu− base to form a complex state

in a cage, {OMu−-e−}. This seems to be in marked similarity

with the situation recently observed for muons in rutile TiO2

at low temperatures, where the unpaired electron is loosely

bound to the Ti3+ ion next to the OMu− base to form a Ti-O-

Mu complex state24. In this regard, the decrease of fs with de-

creasing temperature in the pristine and 1019cm−3 compounds

may provide additional support for the presence of electrons

near OMu− since the fast depolarization can be attributed to

the formation of Mu0 by the reverse process, {OMu−-e−} →

{Mu0} + {O2−}. The absence of Mu0-like precession signal

suggests that the magnitude of the hyperfine parameter for

Mu0 isolated in the cage may be comparable to a vacuum

value of 4.463 GHz, which exceeds the present time resolu-

tion, resulting in the missing fraction.

The energetics of Mu/H in the band structure of mayenite

may be understood in the schematic diagrams shown in Fig. 4.

According to the earlier reports10,12,25–28, the conduction band

consists of the frame conduction band (FCB) and cage con-

duction band (CCB), where CCB is associated with electrons

at the cage center. In pristine mayenite, CCB is unoccupied

while free O2−-2p levels form the occupied state located at

2 eV above the frame valence band (FVB). Slight electron

doping divides the CCB to an empty band and fully occupied

cage valence band (CVB, similar to the F+ center observed in

CaO29) due to the polaron formation25–27. By further electron

doping, the kinetic energy gain surpasses the lattice distortion

to induce the insulator-to-metal transition8. Therefore, it is

presumed that the OMu− hydroxyl base in pristine mayenite

serves as an electron donor to the vacant cage to form the F+-

like center (i.e., {OMu−-e−} → {OMu−}+{e−}). The activation

energy for the electron release is estimated to be 2.7(2) meV

by the curve fit of λ shown in Fig. 2(a) using the data be-

low 100 K30. This provides the microscopic origin of photo-

induced conductivity in mayenite after H+ ion implantation31,

where {H−} would be generated via the process, {O2−} + 2H0

→ {OH−} + {e−} +H0→ {OH−} + {H−}.

Meanwhile, the electronic level associated with Mu− in the

1021cm−3 sample would be situated deep in the band gap, as

is suggested from the photon energy (hν ≃ 4 eV) required

for inducing the reaction {H−} + hν→ {H0} + {e−}4. Consid-

ering that there still remain many vacant cages available for

muon even in 1021cm−3 sample, the present result indicates

that muon (as well as H) is unstable as an isolated Mu+ or

Mu0 in mayenite.

In conclusion, this study has shown that muon in mayenite

forms either a hydroxyl-like OMu− state or an isolated Mu−

state, depending on the degree of reduction. The enhancement

of muon spin depolarization rate below ∼30 K in the pristine

sample suggests the presence of a cage electron-OMu− com-

plex state, where the activation energy for the bound electron

as low as 101 meV suggests that the complex state serves as

an electron donor. The result in fully electron-doped samples

indicates that Mu− (and hence H−) state is stable, and tran-

sient H+ that breaks the balance of hydrogen storage-release

reaction in Ru-loaded C12A7:e− is unlikely to exist.
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